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Sec. 15.  NEW SECTION.  466C.1  IOWA  FLOOD  CENTER
1. The  state  board  of  regents  shall  establish  and  maintain  in Iowa  City  as  a  part  of  
the  state  university  of  Iowa  an  Iowa  Flood  Center.   In  conducting  the  activities  of  
this  chapter,  the  center  shall  work  cooperatively  with  the  department  of  natural  
resources,  the  department  of  agriculture  and  land  stewardship,  the  water  resources  
coordinating  council,  and  other  state  and  federal  agencies.
2. The  Iowa  flood  center  shall  have  all  of  the  following  purposes:
a. To  develop  hydrologic  models  for  physically  based  flood  frequency  estimation  
and  real-time  forecasting  of  floods,  including  hydraulic  models  of  flood  plain  
inundation  mapping.
b. To  establish  community-based  programs  to  improve  flood  monitoring  and  
prediction  along  Iowa's  major  waterways  and  to  support  ongoing  flood  research.
c. To  share  resources  and  expertise  of  the  Iowa  flood  center.
d. To  assist  in  the  development  of  a  workforce  in  the  state,  knowledgeable  
regarding flood  research,  prediction,  and  mitigation  strategies.
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Hillslopes Decompose the landscape
Links  Decompose the river network
Hillslope-link partitioning = Irregular grid
Hillslope area ~ 0.1 km2
Channel link length ~ 400 m

Terrain is dissected by a finite self-similar river network
Parameters describing soil 
conductivity, infiltration 
capacity, slope, and 
roughness describe each 
terrain unit
It creates a unique decomposition of the landscape surface
The river network connects flows across scales






































Rain Gauge / Soil Moisture Visualization
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